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Dear Friends, 

 
I don't know about you but I am finding this third lockdown more 
difficult that the previous ones. I struggle to develop a routine that 
helps me to get through the day. My walks in the countryside, my 
prayer time and Bible reading are my solace.  The time has also been a 
gift to read books that I have not got around to reading.  
 
As I have mentioned in the past, lockdown has reinvigorated my love 
of poetry. The other day a friend had posted on Facebook a 
recommendation of a small book of poems by Gerard Kelly written 
during Lockdown (A World Still Turning - Poems for the Days of 
Corona) so I ordered it. I've found it incredibly helpful to read a poem 
or two each day and to experience my thoughts and emotions coming 
to life on the page.  It has encouraged me to put pen to paper and 
write a few poems myself. Perhaps you might have the urge to do the 
same and we could share them to encourage each other.  
 
Here are a couple from Gerard Kelly's book that I have found 
particularly helpful as I have struggled to endure each day's mundane. 
They are my prayer for you too. 

 

Miracles Unmasked 
 

May the everyday 
Become for you 

This very day 
God's dwelling place 

May he take your hand 
To teach you 

Where the tedious 
Is tinged with gold 

In fires of frustration 
Let faith be forged 
Miracles unmasked 

In the mundane 
May praise be provoked 

In the very pumping 
Of your pulse 
In the rhythm 

Of your respiration 
May he be to you 

Today the breath of life 

 

 
 

Walls 
 

In your isolation 
May the God 

Who walks through walls 
Come find you 

May the unseen stranger 
At your table 

Breaking bread  
Surprise you 

May resurrection life 
Be born in you 

Breathing peace into 
Your troubled soul 

 
 

 

By Gerard Kelly - from A World Still Turning - Poems for the Days of Corona 

 

May God's richest blessing be yours! 


